
UNDO LIFE’S ‘KNOTS’ WITH                                          
A NEW LIVING NOVENA

NOTRE DAME, Ind.—Since the seventeenth century, Catholics facing seemingly 
insurmountable obstacles have resolutely turned to Our Lady, Undoer of Knots 
through a special novena—nine days of prayer for divine intervention. 

Catholic blogger and journalist Marge Fenelon takes Pope Francis’s favorite no-
vena and revives it for contemporary Catholics in her new book Our Lady, Undoer 
of Knots: A Living Novena. Fenelon’s take on the ancient tradition, also known as 
the Unfailing Novena, reflects on nine sacred sites associated with Pope Francis’s 
pilgrimage to the Holy Land in 2014. Included in this nine-day journey are the 
famous biblical and historical sites of Bethlehem, the Mount of Olives, and the 
Temple Mount. 

In exploring the interconnectedness of these locations, Fenelon creates a unique 
guided meditation that will help readers untangle their own personal “knots” and 
find inner peace. 
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“Exceptional and inspiring, 
this armchair pilgrimage 

and prayer guide will help 
to untangle even the most 
vicious knots in our lives.” 
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